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Abstract 

 

Imagining the Shala-Kazakh: codeswitching and satire in Post-Soviet 
Kazakhstan 

 

Hannah Lofton Foster, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Anthony K. Webster 

 

This report addresses Russian-Kazakh codeswitching in Kazakhstan through a 

study of satirical skits called Shala-Kazakh Language Lessons that were broadcast on the 

sketch comedy show Nasha KZasha (‘Our Kazakh’). Using the theoretical frameworks of 

heteroglossia, language ideologies, satire, role alignment and publics, I analyze the 

performances as socially recognizable characterizations of speakers who codeswitch and 

the reflexive relationship between these satires and their subjects. Shala-Kazakhs, 

literally “‘half’-Kazakhs,” are typically described as young, urban, Russified Kazakhs 

who are unable to speak Kazakh or are semi-speakers of Kazakh. The term is employed 

by linguistic authorities to critique the public use of language that they deem “impure.” 

However, I find that the term is often used in the skits to characterize any language 

variety or speaker that is perceived as heavily influenced by Russian language and culture 

or does not fit into a binary classification. I trace the history of this ideology of linguistic 

purism through Soviet models of ethnolinguistic categories and analyze the ways that 

Kazakhstanis in the present day use the circulating, satirical portraits to negotiate the 
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complex social environment shaped by these ideologies. Through the use of heteroglossic 

language, or language that pulls all associations of a word into each use, speakers who 

codeswitch create fluidity in the clearly-defined categories. Through this analysis, I 

contribute to the body of work that addresses how language mixing disrupts the ideology 

of linguistic purism and how ordinary speakers shape their speech practices in relation to 

easily recognizable portraits of speakers through social interaction. In this way, 

heterglossic speech draws attention to the heterogeneous nature of language that is often 

erased through the language policies, education system, and cultural programs of elite, 

government authorities. By refocusing on the permeable boundaries between these 

categories and the criticisms the comedians make of purist language ideologies, I address 

the speakers and languages that are otherwise erased through ideology. 
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Introduction 

Humor is an often used mechanism to draw attention to mixed language varieties 

and those who would speak it. Here I examine one such instance by looking at a series of 

comedic skits called Shala-Kazakh Language Lessons (Urok Shala-Kazakhskogo Jazyka) 

that aired on the popular sketch comedy show Nasha KZasha (‘Our Kazakh’).1 These 

skits use a form of deeply mixed Kazakh-Russian intra-clausal codeswitching; that is, 

they use more than one language variety within the same sentence, frequently. This 

language variety and its speakers are commonly referred to as Shala-Kazakh(s) (lit. 

‘half’-Kazakh(s)) though there is little agreement about who exactly is considered a 

Shala-Kazakh. One reason that this is true is because Shala-Kazakhs are potentially 

everywhere. Kazakhstanis often use the term “Shala-Kazakh” to describe anyone who 

does not speak a language variety that aligns with a model of an ethnolinguistic category, 

or, in other words, a bounded language matched to an easily-identifiable ethnic identity.2 

These satirical depictions are therefore a productive site to investigate the boundaries 

between Russian and Kazakh and their relationship to people’s perceptions of speakers.  

 While codeswitching in Kazakhstan is often referred to as the “unmarked” 

(ordinary and unnoticeable) choice, especially for ethnic Kazakhs, it becomes particularly 

marked in certain contexts. These are the spaces regulated by linguistic authorities 

                                                
1 Throughout this report the following conventions will be used to mark language in the main text. Kazakh: 
unmarked, Russian: underlined, Shala-Kazakh: double underlined. Separate conventions will be used for 
the transcripts. 
2 Throughout the paper, I use the term “Kazakh” to refer to people who identify as ethnically Kazakh and 
the term “Kazakhstani” to refer to all citizens of Kazakhstan, regardless of ethnicity. 
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influenced by ideologies of linguistic purism. Using the term “Shala-Kazakh” in these 

spaces links codeswitching to particular sets of traits that mark speakers as young, urban, 

Russified Kazakhs. These descriptions are controversial because they draw attention to 

the ways that Russian language and culture continues to influence Kazakh language and 

culture in the Post-Soviet era. Kazakhstan is therefore an inherently multilingual state 

that does not easily fit the “one nation-language-territory-people” model that is often used 

as the basis of nation-building projects. Nationalists, policy makers, and some linguists in 

Kazakhstan often promote this model of a homogenous nation-state through a process 

called kazakhization, which emphasizes Kazakh language and ethnicity as the foundation 

for the Kazakhstani state. Therefore, they believe that a pure Kazakh language is essential 

to building a strong nation-state. However, by parodying this idea of a pure Kazakh 

language in the Language Lessons skits, the Nasha KZasha comedians cast doubt onto 

the existence of a monolingual Kazakh language at all. 

In my analysis, I will address the ways that the Nasha KZasha skits parody the 

existence of a pure Kazakh language and the reflexive relationship between their 

characterizations of Shala-Kazakhs and the ideal monolingual speaker, here called a 

Naghyz-Kazakh, or ‘full’-Kazakh. I analyze excerpts from seven of the skits and 

additional sources such as news stories, slang phrases, and interviews to answer the 

following questions: what type of characterizations are the comedians creating? How do 

ordinary people outside of television relate to portrayals created in the skits? And how do 
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these portrayals give rise to further depictions of Shala-Kazakh speakers through 

circulation in a public space?  

I first trace this argument through origin of the term “Shala-Kazakh” and its 

relationship to a similar literary term manqurt (‘culture-less person’). The relationship 

between language, identity and ideology that these two terms embody are part of a larger 

history of language politics and planning in the Soviet era and whose influence continues 

to the present-day. I next examine the linguistic features of the language variety called 

Shala-Kazakh through the frameworks of heteroglossia and bivalency in order to draw 

attention to the overlap between language varieties in Kazakhstan. As heteroglossic 

language, or language that draws on many different sources at once in each utterance 

(Bakhtin 1981), the Shala-Kazakh language links characteristics of both Russian and 

Kazakh speakers to Shala-Kazakh speakers. In this way, the identities of the speakers are 

also fluid and exist outside of the bounded ethnolinguistic categories that are carried over 

from the Soviet era. 

I next analyze how Kazakhstanis conceptualize speakers of Shala-Kazakh and the 

ways that their characterizations become socially recognizable through the circulation of 

caricatures in the media. Here, I focus on both the ways the Nasha KZasha comedians 

create their caricatures and the ways that these depictions incite controversy and generate 

further portraits of language-mixing speakers. By addressing the ways that these 

caricatures are disseminated in public spaces, I demonstrate how people incorporate (or 

refuse to incorporate) the assembled characteristics into their own language practices and 

conceptions of themselves. Lastly, by examining the ways that these portraits themselves 
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circulate as texts, I analyze the ways that conceptions of speakers are negotiated through 

dynamic social interactions and the reflexive relationship between satire and its targets 

through which linguistic authority is contested. 
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Overview of Language Lessons skits and the origin of the term “Shala-
Kazakh” 

The examples I analyze are drawn from skits on a well-known comedy show 

broadcast in Kazakhstan called Nasha KZasha (‘Our Kazakh’). The program is similar to 

many other satirical shows both in Kazakhstan and abroad. The format of the Nasha 

KZasha program is based on the show Nasha Rasha (‘Our Russia’) in Russia, which is 

based on a show from the United Kingdom called Little Britain. These shows are all 

sketch comedy, satirical shows that use everyday people and events as the topics of the 

sketches. The Shala-Kazakh Language Lessons skits are one of several skits performed in 

each program by Sabit Rakhimbaev, Dawt Shaikhislamov and Nurtas Adambaev. All of 

the other skits on the Nasha KZasha program are performed in Russian, which draws 

attention to the use of codeswitching in the Shala Kazakh Language Lessons skits.3 Other 

targets of satire on the program address everyday subjects, including police officers, 

waiters, women, businessmen, etc. The audience of these skits primarily consists of 

Russian-Kazakh bilinguals in Kazakhstan and potentially bilingual ethnic Kazakhs of the 

neighboring countries as well.4 The examples I will be analyzing here are primarily 

                                                
3 In general, most media in Kazakhstan is in Russian because Kazakhstanis considered it targeted to a more 
general audience. In contrast, Kazakh-language media is assumed to target only ethnic Kazakhs. The 
constitution requires that Kazakh-language media should make up about half of all media in Kazakhstan 
(cf. Aminov 2010: 23-24; Tussapova 2010). However, because broadcasts from Russia are also prevalent 
on stations in Kazakhstan, Russian-language media is most common in Kazakhstan. 
4 Neighboring countries that have a large population of ethnic Kazakhs include: Mongolia, Russia, China, 
and Uzbekistan 
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drawn from transcriptions of two of the Nasha KZasha skits with additional examples 

pulled from several other Language Lessons skits, news stories, and interviews.5  

All of the Language Lessons skits follow one basic format with some variation or 

rearrangement of materials. They take place in a school and at the beginning of each skit 

a narrator introduces the setting as the best Shala-Kazakh school in the country. The 

narrator uses monolingual Russian, framing the entire skit in Russian. The teacher then 

begins class in Shala-Kazakh and starts with a repetition of the new words. This section 

draws attention to the phonological adaptations of sounds in Shala-Kazakh as each word 

is first said in its Shala-Kazakh variant and then followed by the monolingual Russian or 

Kazakh equivalent. Next, the students make sentences with the words in which the 

teacher corrects any monolingual variety the students use to a Shala-Kazakh equivalent. 

These lessons continue for the rest of the skit unless a guest enters. Guests include a DJ, 

the school director, and a student’s mother. All guests speak Shala-Kazakh except for the 

mother (and in some skits the director), who speaks monolingual Russian and profusely 

thanks the teacher for teaching the children how to speak Shala-Kazakh (Nasha KZasha 

2011b). Each skit then closes with the teacher assigning the homework for the day. 

Turning now to the targets of these skits, Shala-Kazakh speakers are typically 

young, urban, ethnic Kazakhs in Kazakhstan who are fluent in Russian but perceived as 

semi-speakers or unable to speak Kazakh. Shala-Kazakh arose as a term used to describe 

                                                
5 I chose to analyze two skits in depth because so much of the format of the skits does not change from skit 
to skit. I chose one to represent the general format of the skits and another because of the special guest that 
enters. The examples pulled from the other skits are usually deviations from the common format. 
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these Kazakhs who are trying to “relearn” their native language and the language mixing 

that supposedly results from their efforts. Fluent Kazakh speakers use the term 

pejoratively to indicate that these speakers are missing part of their ethnic identity (shala 

means ‘half’ in Kazakh, see Laruelle 2016, 158; Kursiv 2012). Because of this pejorative 

attitude, people called Shala-Kazakhs often do not refer to themselves as such. They 

identify as Kazakh. 

The term “Shala-Kazakh” arose from a similar term, manqurt (also spelled 

mankurt), which originated in a novel written by Chingiz Aitmatov (1983). It was used to 

describe a character “who could not remember his ancestry, cringed at efforts made to 

activate his memory, and preferred a passive, secure existence devoid of any painful 

memories" (Dave 2007, 50-51). In short, it refers to a person without memory and 

without identity, a rootless “zombie” (Dave 2007, 50-51; Laitin 1998, 135; Laruelle 

2016, 158, Pavlenko 2008, 74).  

The reasons why manqurts exist vary depending on one’s more general attitudes 

about language. For Kazakh nationalists, the term has distinctive connotations with 

colonialism and they argue that Kazakhs must “‘decolonize’ their national conscience” to 

avoid becoming a manqurt (Laruelle 2016, 158). These nationalists use the term to 

criticize Soviet nationalist policies that Russified the Soviet people in Central Asia 

(Laruelle 2016, 158).6 Other speakers in Kazakhstan recognize that the ability to 

assimilate into Russian culture was “a means of survival” and “a catalyst for personal and 

                                                
6 The term is also used in Kyrgyzstan for similar purposes. 
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collective empowerment" during the Soviet era (Dave 2007, 52). We see in these debates 

how both groups used the term to express fear about the influence of the Soviets on the 

Kazakh people and culture. 

However, in the Language Lessons skits, “Shala-Kazakh” has gained a new layer 

of meaning that is not necessarily discussed with the term manqurt. The implication of 

being a Shala-Kazakh in these skits is not only that the speaker is a culturally Russified 

Kazakh, but that they also do not speak a standard version of Kazakh. Often, any non-

standard version of Kazakh is labeled “Shala-Kazakh,” not only codeswitching. In 

contrast, during the Soviet era when the term manqurt was used, everyone spoke Russian 

or had some competence in it as a Soviet citizen so most people spoke a language variety 

that would be considered Russified today. Therefore, language was not a defining 

characteristic of a manqurt like it often is for Shala-Kazakhs.  

Furthermore, the term “Shala-Kazakh” recognizes that there are generational and 

regional divides among Kazakhs as demonstrated in the discussions about language 

practices. Young, urban Kazakhstanis are not retaining their knowledge of Kazakh even 

though more of them proportionally are enrolled in Kazakh language classes than during 

the Soviet era. Their lack of fluency is usually described as a Russified way of speaking 

Kazakh to emphasize the influence from Russia on both language and culture. The term 

“Shala-Kazakh” has therefore arisen as a particularly Post-Soviet description that 

represents the desire of ethnic Kazakhs to (re-) learn Kazakh. It also reflects a shift in the 
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Russified Kazakhs’ speaking practices and attitudes toward language as a product of their 

contact with primarily monolingual Kazakh-speaking Kazakhs.  

This shift is the result of the new post-socialist contact situation between these 

“Russified Kazakhs” (who typically have at least some passive knowledge of Kazakh if 

not the linguistic competence of semi-speakers) and the Naghyz-Kazakhs (or the Kazakhs 

who are less Russified and more fluent in Kazakh; in Kazakh, naghyz means ‘full,’ see 

Laruelle 2016, 158). The migration of Kazakhs from neighboring countries and rural 

areas to cities in search of jobs has increased since the collapse of the Soviet Union and 

with it the amount of Kazakh spoken in urban areas has also increased (Fierman 2005, 

418).7 As a result Russian-speakers and Kazakh-speakers of the same ethnicity are in 

frequent contact with one another. While this does suggest that the language shift of the 

Soviet era is being reversed (Smagulova 2016, 98), it also means that people who look 

Kazakh but cannot speak the Kazakh language are facing stigma for not speaking “their 

own” language (Dave 2007, 105). 

Looking at where terms like manqurt and “Shala-Kazakh” come from leads us to 

a discussion of the ways that people in Kazakhstan developed these speech varieties. 

Shala-Kazakhs’ linguistic habits are a product (partially) of the Soviet era and the 

                                                
7 President Nazarbayev’s administration created a repatriation program encouraging ethnic Kazakhs from 
Mongolia, Russia, China and the other republics in Central Asia to return to Kazakhstan. These Kazakhs, 
called oralman, left Kazakhstan for various reasons but most left during the Stalin years to escape 
persecution. The administration is encouraging them to return to Kazakhstan with promises of land and 
citizenship to increase the portion of the population that is ethnically Kazakh. In addition, because the 
oralman, especially those from Mongolia and China, speak more Kazakh and usually do not know Russian, 
the government strategically assigns them plots of land in the north where the existing population is more 
heavily Russified in hopes of encouraging the Kazakhs there to speak more Kazakh (cf. Zardykhan 2004). 
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Russian-medium school system. Urban areas were the centers of the Soviet 

administrative system so most urban jobs required working in government positions 

where people were required to speak Russian. Because Russian-medium schools were 

often the only choice in urban areas (Smagulova 2016, 96), most urban Kazakhs and their 

parents today primarily speak Russian and feel most comfortable speaking Russian. In 

addition to geography, the social prestige placed on Russian and its status as the language 

of higher education provided further incentives for Kazakhs to learn and speak Russian. 

Today, these urban Kazakhs do not have the same fluency in Kazakh as rural Kazakhs 

because they had fewer opportunities to learn and speak Kazakh.  

Furthermore, while today Kazakh has more prestige than it once did and Kazakh-

medium schools have increased for the early levels of schooling, Russian still dominates 

politics and higher education. Most politicians are criticized by the general public for 

only speaking Russian or having very limited knowledge of Kazakh (cf. Dubuisson 2010 

for critiques made through aitys poetry). In higher education, Russian is still the most 

frequent language of instruction while the push for a second language has turned towards 

English over Kazakh. Russian is therefore still associated with access to power and 

success in urban Kazakhstan. Even though Kazakh has more support from policy makers 

and educational organizations now, there is still a lot of anxiety over its status based on 

the perceived threats of Russian’s high social value and language mixing practices. 

Proponents of raising the status of Kazakh then express this anxiety through arguments 

that Kazakh should be spoken purely to avoid any influence from Russian.   
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Historical ideologies about language mixing in Kazakhstan 

This idea of a pure language is connected to larger ideologies about the role of 

language in nation-building and historical Soviet policies. Much of the language policy in 

Kazakhstan today is heavily informed by the ideology that a pure language is 

fundamental to building a strong nation-state. The emphasis that nation-states put on 

language purism when creating national policy typically erases diversity. Irvine and Gal 

(2000) define this process as “erasure” and describe how “ideology, in simplifying the 

sociolinguistic field, renders some person or activities (or sociolinguistic phenomena) 

invisible” (38). Modern models of nations are often built on homogenous depictions of a 

people and their language and so they often entail erasure in attempts to eradicate 

divisiveness within the nation.  

These ideas in part rose out of the philosophies of nation building put forth by 

Johann Gottfried Herder and Wilhelm von Humboldt during the Romantic era. In these 

models, a nation was representative of a Volk or “unique spirit” which belonged to a 

homogenous group of people and their language was one way to define the limits of such 

a group (Bauman and Briggs 2003, 180; Leavitt 2011, 75). Nations could then be 

compared based not on having the same characteristics in their Volk, but in how far they 

had progressed along a continuum of becoming “more themselves than others” (Leavitt 

2011, 91; emphasis in original). These theories led to the development of nations that 

were defined by clear-cut boundaries in territory, ethnicity and language. Furthermore, 

within those boundaries, circulating materials like newspapers and other forms of print 
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capitalism were used to create of a sense of homogeneity among strangers (cf. Anderson 

1991 and Silverstein 2000 for criticism of Anderson’s model). Language in these 

materials was used to both bring strangers together and define the “Other” that must be 

excluded from the nation-state for its stability. While a diverse set of nations was 

celebrated on the global scale, these nations were not to mix with one another. In this 

way, ideologies of purism arose as one of the ways to both represent the nation and rank 

nations based on their faithfulness to their inherent true selves.  

These ideologies are very similar to the ideologies that were influential to the 

development of the Soviet-era language policy in Kazakhstan. At the beginning, the 

Soviet administration assigned each republic a titular ethnicity that the republic was then 

named after. Similarly to the Romantics, the Soviets were creating republics where the 

people were “rooted in such criteria as a common territory, language, history, and 

economic community” (Fierman 1998, 171). In creating these republics, the diversity that 

existed in each republic was homogenized into an easily identifiable, single identity (Liu 

2011, 118). In each republic, the language of the titular group was the only language 

other than Russian that citizens were encouraged to speak. In these instances, while the 

form may have been Kazakh, the message remained undeniably Soviet (Billé 2010). 

However, in the 1930s, as the Soviet administration under Stalin became less tolerant of 

difference and wanted to quell potential dissent, they enforced the Soviet identity and 

Russian language as the only option, thus slowly erasing even titular identities and 
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languages (Pavlenko 2006, 82). Speaking Russian at this time was not a matter of choice, 

but a way to avoid persecution and representative of being Soviet. 

During this time, Kazakhstanis developed new ideologies that characterized 

Russian as the language associated with elite, public spheres like urban centers, 

government and education (Smagulova 2008, 445). Kazakh and other republic languages 

were then restricted to the rural, private or home spaces (Smagulova 2008, 445). 

However, because people were unable to learn Kazakh in schools and at home during the 

Stalinist years and because of the dramatic increase of ethnic Russians into Kazakhstan 

throughout the Soviet era, when people were able to speak Kazakh again in the later years 

of the USSR and after independence, a much smaller percentage of the population knew 

or spoke Kazakh. Today, that percentage is higher but distributed unevenly across 

geography. Lower levels of Kazakh competence and higher levels of Russian competence 

are found in the urban areas, especially Almaty and Astana, and in the northern and 

eastern regions, especially the areas close to the Russian border (Zardykhan 2004, 75). 

The complexity of the linguistic composition of Kazakhstan has become a source 

of intense debate in the aftermath of the Soviet Union’s collapse. As an independent 

nation-state, the Kazakhstani administration’s goal is to rebrand Kazakhstan as the land 

of the Kazakhs that speaks Kazakh in a process called kazakhization (Smagulova 2006, 

309). Here, one of the administration’s primary goals is to put their Soviet identity behind 

them in order to create the national image of a Post-Soviet and independent Kazakhstan 
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(Dubuisson 2010, 103; Smagulova 2006, 309).8 Kazakhization marks the shift in how 

Russian culture and people who speak Russian in Central Asia are perceived. Russian is 

no longer the only available language choice and Kazakh nationalists have reframed the 

act of speaking Russian or speaking in a way that is Russified as indicative of being stuck 

in the past.  

The newer ways of imagining who speaks Kazakh and Russian is another reason 

why elite Kazakhstanis promote kazakhization and value linguistic purism. Because 

Kazakh is the state language of an independent nation-state, some Kazakhs use purist 

ideology as a way to emphasize their break from the Soviet past, indexed through 

Russian language and culture. This agenda continues today despite the fact that 

codeswitching is a common mode of discourse (the “unmarked choice”) among ethnic 

Kazakhs in Kazakhstan (Jankowski 2012, 34; Muhamedowa 2009, 333). Thus, these non-

standard or mixed ways of speaking are erased from the national discourse through 

ideologies and stigma. In the same way that the Soviets created ethnolinguistic categories 

around each titular language, the Kazakhstani administration is prioritizing the 

ethnolinguistic category of Kazakhs to create the new Kazakhstani national image. 

These policies inform the social context of the Language Lesson skits I analyze, 

but I will broaden my focus to include people who speak language varieties that were 

                                                
8 This project has proven to be quite difficult however. The president, Nursultan Nazarbayev, is careful in 
his public statements to avoid saying that Kazakh will completely replace Russian. Instead, he primarily 
tries to advocate that Kazakh’s status should be raised to the same level as Russian. This is because there 
are still many non-Kazakhs in the country who do not speak Kazakh and many ethnic Kazakhs who do not 
speak Kazakh. Nazarbayev, then, does not make a stronger argument in favor of Kazakh language to avoid 
creating ethnic conflict, upsetting the large ethnic Russian population still present in Kazakhstan, and 
losing the support of the Russian-speaking, ethnic Kazakh population. (cf. Furst 2013)  
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excluded during the Soviet era and those who speak language varieties excluded from the 

present-day nation-building projects. I will also look at the ways ordinary people 

conceptualize the differences among themselves. Following other anthropologists of 

Post-Soviet studies (Graber and Long 2010; Graber and Murray 2015; Lemon 2000, 

2008; Manning 2004, 2007; Reeves 2005, 2012), I will look at the ways that the 

categories recognized by policy makers and nationalists both historically and in the 

present are more fluid than they are usually depicted. This focus is useful because it 

addresses the ways the categories prioritized during the Soviet era, like language, 

ethnicity and geography, are understood in everyday life as fluid and mixed. By looking 

at the ways that defining ethnicities (Graber and Murray 2015; Lemon 2000), borders 

(Graber and Long 2010; Reeves 2005, 2012) and circulating texts (Lemon 2008, 

Manning 2004, 2007) renegotiate clearly-defined categories, these anthropologists 

examine the different ways Post-Soviet people understand the dynamic relationships of 

histories, languages, identities and politics in their everyday interactions.  

Here, I examine the fluidities in categories and languages through my analysis of 

the codeswitching performances in the Shala-Kazakh Language Lesson skits and the 

ways these performances serve as models of particular types of people. I focus on 

codeswitching because it demonstrates how people characterize the speaking practices 

that are erased by the ideologies of those in power. I analyze this as a process through 

which different characterizations of speakers who codeswitch are formed and reformed 

through various texts about Shala-Kazakhs and people’s language mixing practices in 
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response to them. The following example is evidence that we need a different type of 

analysis to do this, one that addresses the ways people are speaking and understood in a 

broader sense than purely ethnolinguistic units or binary categories. For example, during 

one lesson, one of the students, after a scolding from her grandfather, asks the teacher 

why she cannot speak pure (taza ‘clean’) Kazakh:9  

Ex (1)   
Student: Mende    vopros  bar.  

   I.POSS    question have 
I have a question. 

 
Teacher: Qandaj     vopros?  

   Which       question 
What’s your question? 

 
Student:  Meniñ dedushk-im     rugat’  et-tedi  

   My  grandfather-POS.1SG   to.scold      do-PRES.3SG 
 
s  nege  taza  qazaqsha     cӧlej-me-siñ       

   with  why  clean  Kazakh        speak-NEG-2SG.IFOR  
 
   de-di       to      est’   nege   men   po    Kazakh-skij   
   say-PRES.3SG   that   be     why    I        in     Kazakh-DAT   
 
   razgovarivat’sja-pe-min? 
   to.speak-NEG-1SG.PRES 

My grandfather scolds me. “Why don’t you speak pure Kazakh?” 
he says, that is, why don’t I speak Kazakh? 

 
Teacher: Al  sen  dedushka  na  skazat'  et-     

   Well  you  grandfather  in say.to  do-PAST.3SG  
 

                                                
9 Transcriptions use the following conventions unless otherwise noted: Unmarked: Russian, Bold: Kazakh; 
For Russian transliterations I used the Library of Congress transliteration guidelines but with э represented 
as e. For Kazakh transliterations I used the LOC transliteration guidelines but with the following 
modifications: й-j, ю-ju, я-ja, ә-ä; ң-ñ, ұ-u, ү-ü, ө-ö, і-i. The exceptions to this transcription system are 
words with a common English spelling. Some exceptions were made for words (names, places) with 
conventional Latin script spellings. 
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nege  señ  men  Kazakh-cha  özin  uchit'       
Why  you  I  Kazakh-DAT  self  to.teach  

   
 Et-pe-siñ    a  prosto  kritikovat’   

do-NEG-PRES.2SG.IFOR  but only to.criticize  
 
et-siñ? 
do-PRES.2SG.IFOR 
Well, ask your grandfather, “Why don’t you teach me yourself 
instead of just criticizing?” (Nasha KZasha 2011b) 

One could do an analysis of this conversation by analyzing how an ideology of a 

pure language is used as a way to reinforce a pure ethnicity. The grandfather’s criticism 

could be analyzed as a reinforcement of the ideology that ethnic Kazakhs should speak 

Kazakh. However, the teacher’s criticism indicates that something different is happening. 

He criticizes the grandfather for not teaching his granddaughter how to speak Kazakh, but 

we see in the student’s reported speech that the grandfather speaks to his granddaughter 

in “clean” Kazakh, indicating he is in fact trying to teach her how to speak Kazakh. This 

misunderstanding of the other’s speaking practices indexes a generational difference in 

language and attitude by each of the three generations involved in the skit as represented 

by the grandfather, teacher and student. Therefore, these criticisms indicate that the 

characters in the skit are making distinctions among one another based not only on if the 

way they speak matches their state-defined ethnicity, but on other perceptions of them as 

well. Instead of reinforcing ethnolinguistic categories, the actors use irony to create  

personas of Shala-Kazakh speakers that reexamine the categories used by the nationalists 

to talk about language and identity. This will be discussed in more detail below, but here 

we can see already that there are differences between the characterization of these 
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speakers that are formed by linking language to characteristics other than those 

recognized by official policies and organizations. 
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Heteroglossic characteristics of the Shala-Kazakh language 

 In order to expand my analysis, I will examine how these personas of speakers are 

created. In this section, I will first look at the language the Nasha KZasha comedians use 

because this is often the most salient feature of these personas. Then, in the next section, I 

will look at the other characteristics described by the Language Lessons skits.  

First, to understand how the comedians create irony through their use of 

codeswitching, I analyze it as a form of speech play. This is drawn from Sherzer’s 

definition of play that “describe[s] the lack of perfect fit between and among the various 

levels, components, and modules of language, what Sapir expressed in the provocative 

phrase 'All grammars leak'" (Sherzer 2002, 2). Speakers constantly combine different 

linguistic elements and social influences together in their everyday speech, especially in a 

multilingual environment, making play fundamental to all language use. Golovko argued 

that this ability to play with language and the attention it brings to particular features also 

leads to language change (Sherzer and Webster 2015, 2). In other words, “language play 

is nothing but a conscious language change" (Golovko 2003, 179). He makes this 

argument after studying how mixed languages like Copper Island Aleut are formed, but 

these processes of change are also useful here to explain how non-standard varieties are 

formed in dynamic social contexts. Important to both examples are the ways that 

codeswitching and other language mixing practices draw attention to the fluidity of 

language boundaries and that this fluidity leads to change. Varieties like Shala-Kazakh 

and Copper Island Aleut show through the juxtaposition of different elements from 
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different languages how all languages pull many different elements, both structural and 

social, into each use of language. 

 We can examine these overlapping elements through the concept of heteroglossia. 

Heteroglossic language is language that echoes of all of its past uses and “socio-

ideological” meaning in each utterance at the present time of speaking (Bakhtin 1981, 

291). Heteroglossia draws attention to the ways that languages are inherently 

interconnected to each other and their social context throughout time. In Bakhtin’s words 

“[e]ach word tastes of the context and contexts in which it has lived its socially charged 

life” (293). This is particularly useful for our study of codeswitching because it allows us 

to look at both the structural combinations and the social implications of combining 

stereotypes of speakers of many different languages. 

 We can see how speakers play with heteroglossic forms of speech in the 

Language Lessons skits when they use codeswitching to create irony. Friedrich (1991) 

describes irony as a type of trope “where ‘what is said is not what is meant’” and one that 

pulls together different elements to create an end result that is “synthetic, pluralistic, and 

eclectic” (31). The Nasha KZasha comedians then create irony in two ways through 

codeswitching: 1) by creating juxtapositions in the combination of an “uneducated” 

language in an educational setting (cf. Cavanaugh 2012) and 2) by combining elements of 

languages that are supposed to be kept separate according to purist ideologies. 

The first type of irony plays with the role of schools as the gatekeepers of 

standardized languages where instructors instill ideologies of linguistic purism into their 
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students. This is accomplished both through prescriptivist lessons and encouraging 

students to model their speaking after the teacher who is an “exemplary speaker” (Agha 

2003: 263). Teachers often instill the ideology that non-standard language varieties make 

their speakers sound uneducated by excluding regional varieties, informal registers, and 

minority languages from the classroom. As previously discussed, in Kazakhstan today 

education is available in both Kazakh and Russian but codeswitching is still discouraged. 

Therefore, when the students in the Language Lessons skits use Shala-Kazakh, they are 

juxtaposing the language forbidden from education with the school setting. Dawt 

Shaikhislamov, the actor playing the teacher, further emphasizes the irony of this 

situation by not only encouraging the students to speak Shala-Kazakh in school, but also 

by correcting their monolingual utterances into mixed alternatives (see examples (2) and 

(3) below for corrections). He also codeswitches himself, juxtaposing his role as an ideal 

speaker with the “un-ideal” language. Through his character, the comedians make it 

impossible for the audience to miss their irony.  

Looking more closely at the language forms themselves, the following examples 

show how the Nasha KZasha comedians use elements from both of the monolingual 

varieties in each of their utterances to create a heteroglossic language. In examples (2) 

and (3), the speakers combine elements from Russian and Kazakh not only between word 

boundaries (in ex (2): Pravil'no sura?), but also between morpheme boundaries (in ex 
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(1): gotovpyn).10 In general, when discussing the language, speakers would separate the 

elements into categories of either Kazakh or Russian. However, their occurrence side-by-

side in understandable phrases begins to question this process of categorization.  

Ex (2)   
Student 1:  Men  dajyn-myn  

I  ready-PE.1SG 
I’m ready 

 
Teacher:  Ne  durys.  "Men  gotov-pyn"    dew     kerek 

NEG  correct.  I  ready-PE.1SG   say.to    must 
Incorrect. You must say: “I’m ready” 

 
Ex (3)   
Student 2: Keshiriñiz.  Kiruge  bolady   ma? 

Excuse.me  enter.DAT   may      QUES? 
   Excuse me, may I come in? 

 
Teacher: Pravil'no  sura? 

correct  question  
   What is the correct question? 

 
Student 2: Keshiriñiz.  Zakhodit'uge  bolady  ma? 

Excuse.me  enter.DAT  may    QUES? 
   Excuse me, may I come in? (Nasha KZasha 2011a) 

The separation of Kazakh and Russian becomes even more doubtful when we 

examine the bivalent features of Shala-Kazakh. Woolard (1998) defines bivalency as “a 

simultaneous membership of an element in more than one linguistic system" (6). In these 

examples, there are phonological bivalencies in certain lexical items. The presence of 

phonological adaptations make certain words sound less like their monolingual variants 

                                                
10 Compare dajyn-myn with gotovpyn to see the difference between the monolingual Kazakh form and the 
Shala-Kazakh form. The difference in the first letter of the 1SG personal endings used is the result of 
consonant assimilation with the last consonant of the adjective. 
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and make it difficult to categorize Shala-Kazakh as strictly Russian or Kazakh. These 

phonological characteristics are then another way we see permeable boundaries between 

languages in language mixing. They are also interesting because they go in both 

directions—that is, adaptations are made to sound less like both monolingual Russian and 

monolingual Kazakh, often by moving towards the less marked sound or the sound that 

overlaps with both Kazakh and Russian. For example, the sound [gh] is found in Kazakh 

but not in Russian (see example 4). In Shala-Kazakh it is reproduced as [g], a sound 

found in both languages, very close phonologically to [gh] and less marked than [gh]. 

Ex 4)   

Kazakh Shala-Kazakh Gloss 
maghan11 magan12 ‘I’, dative case 
daskagha daskaga13 ‘blackboard’, dative case 
caghan cagan14 ‘you’ (IFOR, SG), dative case 

 
This particular bivalent feature is interesting because it is also implicated in 

ideological debates about orthography in Kazakhstan. The orthographic representations 

of the two sounds are very similar: the sound [gh] is written in Cyrillic as <ғ> and the 

sound [g] is written as <г>. However, the grapheme <ғ> is not found on the standard 

Cyrillic keyboard meaning that many Kazakh-speakers who type in Kazakh must 

substitute the grapheme <г> for <ғ>. Much of the Kazakh written online looks this way. 

However, language planners often use issues like this to argue that Kazakh should be 

                                                
11 In tables 4 and 5, the bolding is not indicating the language of the utterance but only highlighting the 
feature being discussed. 
12 (Nasha KZasha 2011b) 
13 (Nasha KZasha 2011a) 
14 (Nasha KZasha 2011c) 
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written in a Latin script, not a Cyrillic script. They argue that with a Latin script, Kazakh-

speakers would be able to type all of the sounds in the alphabet easily. Some go even 

further to argue that one reason Kazakh is spoken incorrectly by Shala-Kazakhs is 

because the Cyrillic alphabet does not properly fit the Kazakh sounds (cf. Sebba 2006). 

However, the sound itself remains bivalent even as language users negotiate its ambiguity 

through orthographic scripts. The examples in (4) are then informed not only by 

ideologies of purism, but also by ideologies about the role of literacy in maintaining 

standard Kazakh when speaking. 

Another example of a bivalent feature is the sound [ch] which is found in Russian 

but not Kazakh. As a result, in Shala-Kazakh words with [ch] are modified to [sh] which 

overlaps with both languages and is similarly articulated (see examples below). In 

addition, the first set in this example demonstrates another bivalent feature: [b] is bivalent 

while [v] is found only in Russian. This phonological bivalency accounts for the fact that 

the sound [v] cannot be word-initial in Kazakh, while [b] can be found word-initially and 

other positions in both Kazakh and Russian. 

Ex 5)   

Russian Shala-Kazakh Gloss 
vrach brash15 ‘doctor’ 
semichke semishke16 ‘sunflower seeds’ 
tapochki17 tapeshke18 ‘house slippers’ 

                                                
15 (Informbjuro 2012) 
16 (Nasha KZasha 2011a) 
17 The differences in vowels ([o] and [e]) between the two words for ‘house slippers’ are the result of 
different accents. In Russian, the accent is put on the first syllable and the [o] is reduced to [ə]. In Kazakh, 
the accent is on the second syllable and the vowel is dipthongized. 
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Multilingual speakers often use bivalencies because they provide an alternative 

discourse to the purist and monolingual arguments that are proposed by more powerful 

actors but that do not always fit their speech practices. Many examples of the ways 

speakers navigate politically tense language contexts through bivalent speech exists, 

including the Bergamaschi in Italy (Cavanaugh 2012), the Corsicans in Corsica (Jaffe 

2000), the Rapa Nui on Easter Island (Makihara 2005), the Navajo in the US (Webster 

2008), and the Catalonians in Spain (Woolard 1998, 2016). This body of work 

demonstrates the ways that multilingual speakers make space for mixing in the dominant 

space of purist ideologies and contest the authority of elite language users.  

These skits perform the same task because through the teacher’s corrections and 

the dictations of mixed forms where students are taught to speak Shala-Kazakh by rote 

memorization, the comedians critique the purist ideologies in their skits. This argument is 

most clearly demonstrated by the fact that many of the jokes in the skits are dependent 

solely on the linguistic forms. The content is not designed to be funny, but the form is, as 

indicated by the laugh track dubbed into the background of the skits. The heavily mixed 

language and the ways it is taught and reinforced as the correct version throughout the 

skits makes the language forms the subject of the parody and completes the comedians’ 

criticisms of pure languages and the speakers invested in them, like teachers. The joke of 

language mixing is dependent on knowing that there is an unmixed form that is preferred 

                                                                                                                                            
18 (Nasha KZasha 2011a) 
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in everyday life. However, because the jokes use a play frame, the comedians can make 

these critiques when they would be unable to in other spaces dominated by ideologies of 

purism. The play frame allows them to deny their criticisms if needed. 

Therefore, using the framework of bivalency and heteroglossia, we can access the 

“leaks,” as Sapir (1921) referred to them, between languages that are fundamental to 

everyday language use. Furthermore, leaks are important to pay attention to when looking 

at how stereotypes about speakers are attached to particular linguistic features because 

they explain how characteristics of monolingual speakers are carried over into mixed 

utterances to create heterogeneous depictions of speakers who codeswitch.  
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The circulation and uptake of Shala-Kazakh characterizations 

I will next examine the importance of these leaks when looking at the ways that 

language indexes and creates particular characterizations of speakers. Here, I will draw 

attention to the particularly social ways that these personas are created. While language is 

often the most salient feature that linguistic authorities use to distinguish Shala-Kazakhs, 

it is not the only feature. Many of the judgements about what type of language is 

Russified are based on social and ideological foundations. For example, because of the 

long history of contact with Russian, even monolingual Kazakh is heavily influenced by 

Russian. Often speakers described as speaking monolingual Kazakh use many Russian 

borrowings which only further blurs the boundaries between languages based on 

linguistic features. Therefore, many of the judgements made about how someone speaks 

are more reflective of other social qualities rather than simply their language.  

To address these other features, I will look at some of the other characteristics 

aside from language that Kazakhstanis use to judge other speakers and how these social 

characteristics are linked to particular features of a language. This is a reflexive 

relationship whereby the personas created through connections between language and a 

specific set of traits in turn help determine which traits are chosen through the circulation 

of the texts. My attention to this reflexive naming follows the work of Agha (2003) on 

enregisterment, Hacking (2006) on naming, and Basso (1979) on enacted analysis. 

Similarly to the work of these anthropologists, I examine the ideological assumptions 

about what type of person speaks like a Shala-Kazakh and how these assumptions are 
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created through the Language Lessons skits and other texts like it. I then look at how 

people adjust their speaking practices in relation to these depictions.  

Such depictions are complex clusters of language use, physical attributes, social 

standing, cultural practices, geography, relationships to other categories of people, etc. 

The connection between these different elements are formed through dynamic, living 

social relationships that change through use. Personas are created through the interaction 

of various depictions of speakers in different texts with the people who encounter them in 

public spaces. These texts may be created by any number of different stakeholders but 

when people come across them and interact with them, they understand them through 

their own experiences and attitudes in what Agha (2003) calls role alignment. These 

circulating texts are thus just as important as an individual’s own perception and creation 

of his/her identity because they are a medium through which that identity becomes 

socially recognizable (cf. Agha 2003; Basso 1979; Graber and Murray 2015; Hacking 

2006).  

In the case of the Shala-Kazakh Language Lessons, we can examine the skits as 

one kind of text that circulates and portrays a particular type of language user in 

Kazakhstan: the Shala-Kazakh. In the Language Lessons skits a Shala-Kazakh is 

portrayed as culturally Russified. One example of how this is done in the skits is when 

one student raises his hand to answer a question and the teacher asks for his name. He 

replies that it is Batyrbek, a distinctively Kazakh name because of the suffix –bek. 

However, the teacher “corrects” him and calls him Borya instead, a distinctly Russian 
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name because of the suffix –ya (Nasha KZasha 2011e). In a different skit, this correction 

arises again and Shaikhislamov, playing the teacher, carries the joke even further, 

“correcting” the Kazakh name of each student who answers his question to a Russian 

name (Nasha KZasha 2011f). The refusal of the teacher to recognize the Kazakh names 

draws attention to a preference for culturally Russian elements in the space where Shala-

Kazakh is spoken and by someone speaking Shala-Kazakh.  

We also get a sense of cultural Russification with the list of “new” words that the 

teacher asks the children to learn (discussed previously in the section on bivalencies). 

This list includes words like tapochki/tapeshke ‘house slippers’ and samovar/samawor 

‘samovar’ which are objects that are very iconic of Russian culture (Nasha KZasha 

2011a).19 The linking of these indices of Russian culture to specific sounds (the bivalent 

features that make the Shala-Kazakh pronunciation different from the Russian 

pronunciation) is one of the ways that cultural Russification is attached to the Shala-

Kazakh persona through language. These examples that explicitly link sound and cultural 

Russification then carry the same connotations of Russification into all other uses of the 

bivalent features. However, this process is evidence that characterizations of Shala-

Kazakhs are based on more than language alone. These words (and others) are borrowed 

into Kazakh from Russian and using them in some contexts may not be characterized as 

speaking like a Shala-Kazakh. In this way, it is clear that the persona of the Shala-Kazakh 

                                                
19 Tapochki are house slippers worn at all times inside the house and they have deep cultural resonances 
with home, comfort and hospitality. This custom was introduced to Kazakhs by Russians after contact. A 
samovar is the traditional Russian kettle used to make and serve tea. While tea is also very important to 
Kazakh culture, using the samovar is indicative of Russian influence. 
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is negotiated through social interactions and the ideologies of speakers about the other 

participants because the borrowings are characterized as Shala-Kazakh or Kazakh based 

on who the speaker is. 

Another characteristic that is often associated with being Shala-Kazakh is 

physical appearance. While people who do not look Kazakh are not expected to speak 

Kazakh, people who do look Kazakh are expected to speak Kazakh if someone initiates a 

conversation in Kazakh. This racial profiling is possibly the easiest way to shame ethnic 

Kazakhs because in everyday interactions people will make assumptions quickly based 

on the appearances of strangers when choosing which language to initiate a conversation 

in. This ability of Shala-Kazakhs to “pass” as Naghyz-Kazakhs until they speak is one 

reason why language becomes so indicative of Shala-Kazakh-ness. Until they speak, they 

appear to have many of the other attributes necessary to be a Naghyz-Kazakh. However, 

the Nasha KZasha comedians play with these expectations because some of the students 

in the Shala-Kazakh classroom are not ethnically Kazakh. The inclusion of these students 

is never explicitly commented on, but it illustrates that their depiction of Shala-Kazakhs 

is not based solely on appearances and is instead created though interaction. The irony 

the comedians create here also draws attention to the ways that they depict speakers who 

do not fit a model that matches ethnicity to language. 

We see a more explicit refusal of ethnolinguistic categories when a student’s 

mother enters the classroom and thanks the teacher for teaching her daughter to speak the 
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Shala-Kazakh language. The mother herself speaks in monolingual Russian and proudly 

says that her daughter speaks: 

Ex (6)  
ni  na  russk-om 
not in Russian-PREP 
not in Russian 
 
ni  na  kazakhs-kom 
not in Kazakh-PREP 
not in Kazakh 
 
tol’ko  na  shala-kazakhs-kom  jazyk-e 
only in Shala-Kazakh-PREP language-PREP 
only in Shala-Kazakh language  (Nasha KZasha 2011b) 

The parallelism she uses in each clause through the negation ni ‘not’ and the 

preposition na ‘in’ emphasizes the separation of Shala-Kazakh from both Russian and 

Kazakh. In addition, she negotiates her uncertainty about what “Shala-Kazakh” is by 

adding the word jazyke to the end and breaking the parallel construction on the third line. 

This word is not needed when referring to Kazakh and Russian because the grammatical 

structure implies that she is referring to languages.  However, she clarifies throughout the 

skit that Shala-Kazakh is a language by using the word jazyke ‘language’, thus further 

separating Shala-Kazakh from the other languages through the grammatical structures.  

The explicit acknowledgement of the mother that the Shala-Kazakh language 

exists outside of Kazakh and Russian transfers to the speakers called Shala-Kazakhs as 

well. They are neither entirely Kazakh nor Russian because they are culturally Russian 

but ethnically Kazakh. This middle ground is created through heteroglossic language 

which not only pulls different linguistic elements into each utterance, but also 
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characteristics of being a Russian-speaker and a Kazakh-speaker into the perceptions of 

the Shala-Kazakh speaker with each use of codeswitching. This type of characterization 

opens up the possibility that one has characteristics that align simultaneously with 

stereotypes about both Russians and Kazakhs. 

Another feature linked to Shala-Kazakhs through the skits is geography. In 

several skits, Shaikhislamov refers to Petropavl as the capital of Shala-Kazakh language 

and to Shala-Kazakh as a specialty of both Petropavl and Pavlodar (Nasha KZasha 2011f, 

2011g). The connections to these cities are interesting because they are located in the 

northern half of the country, close to the border with Russia (see Figure 1 below). 

Kazakhstanis in the southern regions characterize the people living in these areas as being 

heavily influenced by Russian culture because of their proximity to Russia and the higher 

proportion of ethnic Russians living in those areas (see previous discussion of geography 

and footnote 5). Linking the ways of speaking to a particular geographical area draws the 

stereotypes about northern Kazakhstan as being culturally Russified and further connects 

the description of Shala-Kazakhs and Russian culture through geography. The two sets of 

stereotypes work together to characterize both Shala-Kazakhs and northern Kazakhstanis 

as “culture-less.” 
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Figure 1: Map of Kazakhstan (source: Central Intelligence Agency) 

We can see the social implications of the characterizations made in the skits by 

looking at the ways that they circulate in space and come into contact with other portraits 

of Shala-Kazakhs. Through this contact, bilinguals align or do not align with Shala-

Kazakhs and in doing so shape and change these portrayals. One example of another 

depiction of Shala-Kazakhs that was in conversation with the Language Lessons skits is a 

news piece done by InformBuro, a multimedia news organization based in Astana (the 

capital of Kazakhstan), about the controversy that broke out after these skits aired. The 

reporters interviewed the actors, a prominent Kazakhstani linguist and students at the 

local university on the subject of this controversy and in doing so contributed to the 

shaping of the characterization of Shala-Kazakhs.  

In the interview, the actors, Rakhimbaev and Shaikhislamov, seem slightly 

bemused about how their skits became the center of attention. They say that their 
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inspiration for these skits was to make fun of lazy school children. However, they go 

further in their criticism and explain that while many forms of Shala-Kazakh heard in the 

skits are from everyday use, that they made up some of their own forms in order to draw 

attention to the absurdity of this situation (InformBuro 2012). The idea that school 

students would be learning and speaking that language in school—that was the strange 

situation they wanted to address. But I question these explicitly-stated motivations behind 

their skits. The school children may be lazy, but they are imitating their teacher. 

Furthermore, they often speak monolingual Kazakh and are corrected by the teacher. If 

anyone is characterized as lazy, it would be the teacher or perhaps his teaching methods. 

However, these types of criticisms would be unwelcome on a television interview, which 

could be the reason why the comedians say that they are criticizing the school children. 

The criticisms the comedians are making cannot be made openly in the format of a news 

interview so, by displacing their commentary onto the children, they avoid definitively 

directing their criticisms against the authorities advocating for pure language. This 

interview then emphasizes the importance of the ironical play frame in the skits that 

enables the actors to make space for Russified ways of speaking in a space of pure 

language. 

 The actors’ interview demonstrates the ways that purist ideologies dominate 

particular public spaces like news interviews. However, these ideologies are made more 

explicit when the reporters interview Eleonora Suleimenova, a linguist who studies 

Shala-Kazakh. To her, Shala-Kazakh is a “pidgin” (pidzhinizirovanaja) of the state 
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language and Russian, similar to surzhyk (mixed language of Russian and Ukrainian in 

the Ukraine) and trasianka (mixed language of Belarusian and Russian in Belarus).20 She 

adds that this mixing is bad and that it is a “lower” (nizhniji) form of Kazakh. These 

arguments are familiar to the controversies that surround language mixing and other 

opponents of Shala-Kazakh in Kazakhstan.  

 However, not all speakers in Kazakhstan seem as upset as Suleimenova and other 

purist advocates. The reporters at InformBuro also interviewed students at the local 

university and asked them to rank their top five favorite Shala-Kazakh phrases. Their 

slang phrases show how ordinary speakers play with language mixing in similar ways to 

the Nasha KZasha comedians. For example, in (7) below, the speakers use irony to make 

a point: the command “Don’t mix” is itself a mixed form which undermines the 

instructions themselves. Similarly, in examples like (8) and (9) the mixing of slang 

Russian terms (ex: gruzit’ ‘to bother’; krasavchik ‘hottie’) into the Kazakh frame carries 

the same style that the Russian slang has into the Shala-Kazakh phrases.  

Ex (7)   
Meshat’  et-pe. 
mix.to  AUX-NEG 
Don’t mix. 

 

                                                
20 In fact, Shala-Kazakh is different from both surzhyk and trasianka based on Auer’s (1999) model of 
language mixing phenomenon. Shala-Kazakh is best analyzed as codeswitching because of the absence of 
codification in the switches between languages. Surzhyk and trasianka in contrast are both considered 
codified mixed languages (cf. Bilaniuk 1997, 2004, 2005). However, the connections she makes between 
language issues and other areas of the former USSR indicates that these concerns are widespread and 
characteristic of the ways other nation-states are approaching language policy post-1991.  
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Ex (8)   
Ol  zhigit   krasavchik 

  He young.man hottie 
He’s a hottie. 

 
Ex (9)   

Bas-ym  awyr-yp  tur―  gruzit’      et-pe-shi. 
  Head-PE.1SG hurt-PART stand.AUX load.to     AUX-NEG-POL 

My head is hurting. Please don’t bother me with all of that.  
(InformBuro 2012) 

The news report on Shala-Kazakh creates another characterization of Shala-

Kazakh using the same heteroglossic language as in the Language Lessons skits. The 

journalists frame their reports on Suleimenova and the students differently and in doing 

so create associations between particular people, language forms, spaces and attitudes. 

For example, they present Suleimenova as an official authority on language, backed by 

larger institutions like her university and the Kazakhstani government. She is introduced 

as a linguist, interviewed in an official building and then shown giving a lecture in a 

classroom about Shala-Kazakh. These spaces help signal her authority and tie her 

negative opinions about Shala-Kazakh to the language.  

In contrast, they report about the students in a light-hearted segment at the end of 

story. The students are also associated with the university (by default as students) but 

their phrases have no official status or state apparatus attached, which the journalists 

emphasize by showing students in the halls of the university (not in a classroom, one of 

Suleimenova’s official spaces). Instead, their status as students serves to emphasize their 

youth. The journalists then report on these slang phrases out in the streets so that in the 

clips where they list and discuss the Shala-Kazakh slang phrases, there are no visible 
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signs of being near a university. In this way, consciously or not, the reporters underline 

this difference in the space and attitudes toward Shala-Kazakhs held by the two different 

personas presented in their report. That the students come from a different generation 

than Suleimenova draws attention to the ways the intergenerational experiences of 

Kazakhstanis during both the Soviet and Post-Soviet eras are fundamentally different. 

We can then understand the creation of these slang phrases (and others like it) that 

use the same combinations of linguistic features as in the Language Lessons skits as 

evidence that the speakers have taken up the persona itself. It does not mean that these 

speakers have fully bought into the characterization of Shala-Kazakhs presented in the 

texts, but it does show that some part of that characterization is recognizable to them as 

how Shala-Kazakhs act and speak outside of television. The skits then provide not only 

linguistic models but frameworks through which Shala-Kazakhs can understand the 

complexities and relationships of their position in the world. Furthermore, we see that 

people interested in linguistic purism like Suleimenova recognize that these skits are 

representative of real people because she and others like her are upset by the 

characterization presented in the skits. The Shala-Kazakhs in the skits represent real 

people and real problems to her and others like her, and this resemblance is one of the 

reasons the skits created so much controversy. 

 These portrayals describe more than just Shala-Kazakhs however, because they 

are in conversation with ideologies of linguistic purism. They also present models of how 

to speak and act like a Naghyz-Kazakh. That is, there is a negative relationship between 
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these depictions of Shala-Kazakhs and Naghyz-Kazakhs so if a speaker acts in a way 

opposite to a Shala-Kazakh, s/he can present him/herself as a Naghyz-Kazakh. This is a 

similar relationship to the way that jokes about “Whitemen” provide models for Western 

Apache about how to interact with particular types of “Whitemen” in their lives and in 

doing so provide a depiction of Western Apaches themselves (Basso 1979).  

An example of how speakers present themselves as Naghyz-Kazakhs in contrast 

to a Shala-Kazakh is when a well-known Kazakh celebrity, Anuar Nurpeisov, posted a 

video to his personal Facebook page where he spoke in Russian and praised Kazakhstan 

for being open about letting ethnic Kazakhs speak any language of their choosing 

compared to what he perceived as a strong bias towards English in Singapore (Rysaliev 

2017). Kazakh nationalists saw this video and ironically criticized him for frequently 

speaking Russian in public when he is an ethnic Kazakh. However, Nurpeisov responded 

to this criticism by posting another video, spoken in Kazakh with Russian subtitles, 

dedicated to explaining his inherent right as a citizen of Kazakhstan to speak any 

language he wants and demonstrating that he in fact speaks Kazakh very well (Nurpeisov 

2017). 

 This example is interesting for two reasons. First, we see yet another perception 

of the Shala-Kazakh inserted into the discourse through media. Here, a Shala-Kazakh is 

an ethnic Kazakh that speaks Russian with no mention of language mixing in the 

description at all. This example also demonstrates the ways that these types of 

controversies cycle in and out of the public attention (the Nasha KZasha skits aired in 
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2011 and Nurpeisov’s video aired in 2016). Second, we see how speakers respond to 

perceptions of Shala-Kazakhs by treating them as a “how-to” manual to avoid being 

described as a Shala-Kazakh. On the surface, Nurpeisov’s comments appear to support 

the idea that a nation-state is not tied to one particular language because he argues that it 

is his civil right to speak whichever language he wants. However, his use of monolingual 

Kazakh to distance himself from the characterization of Shala-Kazakhs in the second 

video actually serves to emphasize the idea that languages in Kazakhstan should be kept 

separate. He draws attention to his fluent knowledge of Kazakh in order to refute the idea 

that he is a Shala-Kazakh. In this way, the negative relationship between Shala-Kazakhs 

and people who speak Kazakh “fluently” becomes clear: Nurpeisov is not a Shala-

Kazakh because he speaks Kazakh well. Therefore, to be a Naghyz-Kazakh, you must 

speak Kazakh fluently.  

These two examples of controversy show that the characterizations of Shala-

Kazakh speakers do not exist in isolation though these debates circulate outside of the 

attention of many people who speak this way. The people who find these skits 

controversial consist of policy makers, linguists, nationalists and others who have bought 

into purist ideology and have access to more public spaces. The public space they 

cultivate exclusively for speech that they deem “clean” is threatened when skits like the 

Nasha KZasha skits or other forms of language mixing enter this space. The use of these 

speech varieties is threatening because proponents of purism recognize the efficacy of 

Shala-Kazakh personas in perpetuating language mixing and the faults of their current 
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methods of developing monolingual Kazakh speakers through schooling and policy. The 

distribution of the Shala-Kazakh characterizations makes these ways of speaking and 

acting socially recognizable (cf. Agha 2005; Basso 1979) and capable of being taken up 

in various ways. This circulation is threatening then because when ordinary people 

encounter these types of texts and respond to the characterizations through their own 

speech and actions—the students through slang, Nurpeisov through his video—they draw 

attention to the fluidity between languages and identities that contradict the program of 

kazakhization. In short, these models make people more aware of these ways of speaking 

in the world and the varieties that do not fit homogenous relationships of language and 

identity. 

Furthermore, the ways these texts circulate and where controversy occurs creates 

distinctions among Kazakhstanis because they primarily circulate in elite, public spaces 

that exclude ordinary speakers—the Language Lessons are televised skits, the news story 

does not ask the students for their opinion, only their rankings, and Nurpeisov is an actor 

who speaks in spaces and to audiences most people do not have access to. So while many 

people speak Shala-Kazakh in public spaces, it is unmarked because they are not seen as 

public speakers despite the ways that their speech exists in public spheres outside the 

home or the context of speaking with family and friends (private spheres, cf. Hill 2001, 

90). This means that the Shala-Kazakh language in the Language Lessons skits becomes 

marked only when it circulates in spaces of a particular public that is dedicated to 

maintaining purism and has the authority to define how others speak. This audience 
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becomes a public when they take up these characteristics of non-standard language and 

criticize it in the ensuing controversy. However, these skits are not taken up by a Shala-

Kazakh-speaking public because of the dominance of purist ideologies. Though the 

Language Lessons skits address those who speak Shala-Kazakh in many ways, they do 

not enable Shala-Kazakh to be a language that is capable of forming a public. Instead, 

they are taken up by a public that advocates for avoiding language mixing, thus reifying 

Shala-Kazakh’s marginality. 

Looking at how these texts circulate also provides information about where 

ideologies of purism are reproduced even as they are contested. The circulation of these 

texts in particular spaces and about particular spaces shape the ideologies of in what type 

of space one can speak Shala-Kazakh. Many of these spaces are urban spaces—the 

InformBuro news story is taped in Almaty, the Language Lessons skits makes reference 

to Pavlodar and Petropavl, and Nurpeisov lives in Almaty (see Figure 1). From each of 

these examples, the texts make links between the Shala-Kazakh language and urban 

spaces. While it would go too far to say that Shala-Kazakh is accepted in urban areas, it 

can be said that urban areas are the places where this authority is contested even when 

these ideologies of purism are reaffirmed in the process. 

An example of this process is the Shala-Kazakh Club (klub shala-kazakhov) in 

Astana. The Shala-Kazakh Club was founded by Arnai Ormash, a photographer who 

decided to start a club where people who do not speak Kazakh well can meet and practice 

with one another (Kruglova 2017). This is a safe space to practice and learn so that 
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people do not make fun of them. Through this club, young, urban people respond to these 

texts about Shala-Kazakhs by recognizing their own ways of speaking as Shala-Kazakh. 

However, they attend this club to “correct” their speech to monolingual Kazakh. In doing 

so, they take up the idea that there is a correct way to speak, which is itself an ideology 

with powerful repercussions for how people speak. Thus, while we see places like the 

Shala-Kazakh club where it is acceptable to speak Shala-Kazakh, there are still few 

places where one must speak Shala-Kazakh and even the places where it is acknowledged 

that people speak Shala-Kazakh perpetuate the idea that it must be corrected.  
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Conclusion 

 In this discussion, I have examined the ways codeswitching in Kazakhstan is 

described and used in complex social contexts to conceptualize what a Shala-Kazakh is 

and what a Naghyz-Kazakh is. I looked at the ways that Shala-Kazakhs are characterized 

in the Nasha KZasha Language Lesson skits as Kazakhs who are neither Kazakh, nor 

Russian, but something in between with characteristics of both. These portrayals shape 

purist ideologies by labeling any way of speaking that is not bounded in ethnolinguistic 

groups as “Shala-Kazakh.” This is a reflexive and productive process that perpetuates 

further models in the ways speakers interact with them and change them. This is why 

Shala-Kazakh describes so many different ways of speaking, why the comedians include 

ethnic Russian children in the classroom learning Shala-Kazakh, and why the teacher’s 

comments seem so strange when looking at the grandfather’s actual speaking practice. 

Yet, these portrayals also demonstrate the extent that the ideologies of the elite, powerful 

and public pervade everyday life. The comedians challenge this authority, but through the 

ways that ordinary people take up the ideas that language can be corrected or learned in a 

way detached from the influence of other languages, we see that these challenges only go 

so far. 

However, these portrayals are still important because they draw attention to the 

historical legacy of nation-building and language purism in Kazakhstan and the Soviet 

Union as well as the present-day fear that these ethnolinguistic models are no longer 

effective. They also draw attention to the multiplicity of ways that Kazakhstanis 
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characterize speakers in social interaction based on differences in age, region and cultural 

practices. The Nasha KZasha comedians demonstrate in their skits and the ensuing 

controversy that this will not be an easy issue to resolve or one that can look towards 

clear categorizations as answers. Instead, as Bakhtin noted, languages are made up of 

heterogeneous social and linguistic components which constantly intersect one another as 

they continue to circulate. Shala-Kazakhs, as both ordinary people and caricatures, then 

make these intersections clear as texts through which people negotiate how Kazakhs and 

Kazakhstanis should speak.  
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Appendix 

ABBREVIATIONS 
1—first-person 
2—second-person 
3—third-person 
SG—singular  
PL—plural 
F—feminine  
M—masculine  
IFOR—informal 
FOR—formal  
PAST—past tense 
PRES—present tense 
ACC—accusative 
INSTR—instrumental 
GEN—genitive 
DAT—dative 
LOC—locative  
AUX—auxiliary, helping verb 
PART—participle 
NEG—negation  
PE—personal ending  
QUES—question particle 
POL—polite 
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